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(57)Abstract: 
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To enable a driver to more 
skillfully perform brake operation. 
SOLUTION: A stranded wire spring 21 is interposed 
between a first spring seat 19 arranged on the car body 
G side and a second spring seat 20 supported by an arm 
part 17 of a brake pedal 15, and is elastically deformed 
by a load applied according to stepping operation and 
return operation. Stepping force F of the brake pedal 15 
is generated by reaction generated according to the 
elastic deformation quantity. Hysteresis such as an 
operation characteristic in a conventional hydraulic 
brake device is imparted to a stepping stroke- stepping 
force characteristic of the brake pedal 15 by hysteresis 
of a load- compressive deformation characteristic of the 
stranded wire spring 21. 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1]ln brake equipment for vehicles which equipped this brake pedal with a spring 
mechanism which generates treading strength according to reaction force which carries out 
elastic deformation and is generated according to the elastic deformation according to load 
added with treading-in operation of a brake pedal, and return operation, A size of elastic 
deformation corresponding to existing load in an increase process of a treading-in stroke of said 
brake pedal said spring mechanism. Brake equipment for vehicles provided with a hysteresis 
spring member provided with the load-elastic deformation characteristic which becomes smaller 
than a size of elastic deformation corresponding to the same load in a reduction process of the 
aforementioned treading-in stroke. 
[Claim 2]The brake equipment for vehicles according to claim 1 with which said hysteresis spring 
member is provided with the nonlinear load-elastic deformation characteristic that the amount of 
increases of elastic deformation decreases with increase of load. 
[Claim 3]The brake equipment for vehicles according to claim 1 with which said spring 
mechanism is provided with said hysteresis spring member and a spring member provided with 
the nonlinear load-elastic deformation characteristic that the amount of increases of elastic 
deformation decreases with increase of load, and the series connection of said spring member 
and the hysteresis spring member is carried out. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the brake equipment for vehicles used for an 
electric brake device etc. 
[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art]Conventionally, the electric brake device which replaces an oil 
brake device is proposed as brake equipment for vehicles. A stroke detection sensor detects the 
treading-in stroke of a brake pedal, for example, and based on the detected treading-in stroke, a 
brake electronic control controls a brake actuator by this electric brake device, and applies 
brakes with it. For this reason, the reaction force from the brake reaction force according to a 
treading-in stroke, i.e., a master cylinder, a brake, etc. does not act on a brake pedal like 
conventional oil hydraulic brake equipment, but only the reaction force by a return spring acts on 
it. That is, in the electric brake device, the characteristic of the treading strength to a treading- 
in stroke in case a driver does treading-in operation of the brake pedal is the characteristic 
based on the reaction force of a return spring, and it differs from the characteristic of the usual 
oil brake device. As a result, there was inconvenience that the driver familiar to the operating 
characteristics of the conventional oil brake device could not perform brakes operation easily 
well. 
[0003]Drawing 6 shows the brake operating unit proposed by JP.9-254778.A, in order to solve 
such a problem. If treading-in operation of the brake pedal 60 is carried out with this brake 
operating unit, the two compression coil springs 65 and 66 will carry out a compression set 
between the 1st spring seat 62 provided in the arm part 61, and the 2nd spring seat 64 provided 
in the body 63 side. And the reaction force generated according to the amount of compression 
sets generates the treading strength of the brake pedal 60. 
[0004]In this brake operating unit, only the compression coil spring 65 of the conical shape which 
has the nonlinear load-compression-set characteristic until it becomes a predetermined 
treading-in stroke from "0" in case the treading-in stroke of the brake pedal 60 is an initial 
position carries out a compression set. And in the range in which a treading-in stroke exceeds a 
predetermined treading-in stroke, the cylindrical compression coil spring 66 which has the 
linearity load-compression-set characteristic with the compression coil spring 65 carries out a 
compression set. 
[0005]Therefore, in this brake operating unit the treading-in stroke treading strength 
characteristic of a brake pedal, As a solid line shows to drawing 7. treading strength increases 
quietly with increase of a treading-in stroke, and it becomes the characteristic that treading 
strength increases rapidly with increase of a treading-in stroke in the second half of all the 
treading-in stroke ranges in the first half of all the treading-in stroke ranges. That is, it becomes 
the characteristic approximated to the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic of the 
oil brake shown in drawing 7 by a dotted line. For this reason, the driver familiar to the operating 
characteristics of the conventional oil brake device can also perform brakes operation better. 
[0006] 
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]However, in the actual treading-in stroke treading 
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strength characteristic of an oil brake device. As a dotted line shows to drawing 7. there is a 
hysteresis characteristic to which the size of the treading strength to the treading-in stroke set 
at the time of treading-in operation becomes larger than the size of the treading strength to the 
same treading-in stroke at the time of return operation. This is based on friction etc. which act 
on the piston of a master cylinder. 
[0007]However, since the reaction force by the compression set of each springs 65 and 66 is 
generating treading strength in the brake operating unit shown in drawing 6. there is almost no 
difference in the size of the treading strength to the same treading-in stroke at the time of 
treading-in operation and return operation. For this reason, there was a problem that a driver 
could not yet perform brakes operation easily well. 
[0008]Made in order that this invention may solve the above-mentioned problem, the purpose is 
to provide the brake equipment for vehicles with which the driver familiar to the operating 
characteristics of the conventional oil brake device can perform brakes operation better. 
[0009] 
[Means for Solving the Problem]In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, the invention 
according to claim 1, In brake equipment for vehicles which equipped this brake pedal with a 
spring mechanism which generates treading strength according to reaction force which carries 
out elastic deformation and is generated according to the elastic deformation according to load 
added with treading-in operation of a brake pedal, and return operation, A size of elastic 
deformation corresponding to existing load in an increase process of a treading-in stroke of said 
brake pedal said spring mechanism, It is the brake equipment for vehicles provided with a 
hysteresis spring member provided with the load-elastic deformation characteristic which 
becomes smaller than a size of elastic deformation corresponding to the same load in a 
reduction process of the aforementioned treading-in stroke. 
[0010]According to the invention according to claim 1, a size of treading strength to an existing 
treading-in stroke at the time of treading-in operation of a brake pedal becomes larger than a 
size of treading strength to the same treading-in stroke at the time of return operation. 
Therefore, the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic of a brake pedal is provided 
with a hysteresis like the operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake device. 
[0011]As for the invention according to claim 2, said hysteresis spring member is provided with 
the nonlinear load-elastic deformation characteristic that the amount of increases of elastic 
deformation decreases with increase of load, in the invention according to claim 1. 
[0012]According to the invention according to claim 2, in addition to an operation of the 
invention according to claim 1, the amount of increases of treading strength generated by 
reaction force which the hysteresis spring itself generates increases gradually with increase of a 
treading-in stroke. Therefore, the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic turns into 
the characteristic that the amount of increases of treading strength increases gradually with 
increase of a treading-in stroke, like the operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake 
device. 
[0013]In the invention according to claim 1, the invention according to claim 3 said spring 
mechanism. It has said hysteresis spring member and a spring member provided with the 
nonlinear load-elastic deformation characteristic that the amount of increases of elastic 
deformation decreases with increase of load, and the series connection of said spring member 
and the hysteresis spring member is carried out. 
[0014]According to the invention according to claim 3, in addition to an operation of the 
invention according to claim 1, the amount of increases of treading strength generated by 
reaction force which a spring member connected to a hysteresis spring member in series 
generates increases gradually with increase of a treading-in stroke. Therefore, the treading-in 
stroke treading strength characteristic of a brake pedal turns into the characteristic that the 
amount of increases of treading strength increases gradually with increase of a treading-in 
stroke, like the operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake device. 
[0015] 
[Embodiment of the Invention](A 1 st embodiment) A 1 st embodiment that materialized this 
invention to the electric brake device for vehicles is hereafter described according to drawing 1 
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” drawing 3. 
[0016]As shown in drawing 1. the electric brake device 10 for vehicles is provided with the brake 
equipment 11 for vehicles (only henceforth brake equipment), the rotary displacement sensor 12, 
the brake actuator 13, and the brake electronic control (henceforth brake ECU) 14. 
[0017]The brake equipment 11 is provided with the brake pedal 15 and the spring mechanism 16. 
The brake pedal 15 is provided with the arm part 17 and the pedal part 18, and the body G 
supports the rotating shaft 17a in the upper bed of the arm part 17 rotatable as a rotation 
center by treading-in operation of the driver to the pedal part 18. 
[0018]The spring mechanism 16 consists of the stranded wire spring 21 as a hysteresis spring 
member supported between the 1st spring seat 19 fixed to the body G, the 2nd spring seat 20 
supported by the arm part 1 7 of the brake pedal 15, and the 1 st spring seat 19 and the 2nd 
spring seat 20. 
[0019]This stranded wire spring 21 is a helical compression spring which wound the stranded 
wire in which two or more single tracks were twisted cylindrical in irregular pitch, and equips that 
load-compression-set characteristic with the hysteresis. If it explains in full detail, the size of 
the amount of compression sets to a certain load in the increase process of load will become 
smaller than the size of the amount of compression sets to the same load in the reduction 
process of load. This is based on the frictional resistance of two or more single tracks which 
form the stranded wire spring 21. 
[0020]The stranded wire spring 21 is formed in the irregular pitch, and a spring constant 
increases with increase of the amount of compression sets. A detailed description is provided 
with the load-compression-set characteristic that the amount of increases of the amount of 
compression sets decreases with increase of load. 
[0021]The stranded wire spring 21 is formed so that the brake pedal 15 may be held to an initial 
position via the 2nd spring seat 20. And if treading-in operation of the brake pedal 15 is carried 
out from an initial position, the stranded wire spring 21 will carry out a compression set 
according to the load added via the 2nd spring seat 20, and the reaction force generated 
according to the amount of compression sets will generate the treading strength F to the brake 
pedal 15. 
[0022]The input shaft which is not illustrated is connected with the rotating shaft 17a of the 
brake pedal 15, and the rotary displacement sensor 12 detects the rotation according to the 
treading-in stroke S from an initial position based on treading in and return operation, and 
outputs the detecting signal to brake ECU 14. 
[0023]The brake actuator 13 is formed in the brake which is not illustrated, and operates the 
brake with an electrical signal. Brake ECU 14 inputs the detecting signal which the rotary 
displacement sensor 12 outputs, and it operates the brake actuator 13 so that brakes may be 
applied by the strength according to the aforementioned treading-in stroke S based on this 
detecting signal. 
[0024]Brake actuator 13 and brake ECU 14 operates with the electric power supplied from the 
battery B. Next, an operation of the electric brake device for vehicles constituted as mentioned 
above is explained. 
[0025]lf it is treading-in-operated, or it returns and a driver operates the brake pedal 15, 
according to the treading strength F, a compression set or the reaction force of a size carry out 
extending deformation and corresponding to the amount of compression sets will be added to the 
brake pedal 15 by the stranded wire spring 21. 
[0026]Since the amount of increases of that amount of compression sets decreases with 
increase of the load added to the stranded wire spring 21 at this time, while the treading 
strength F of the brake pedal 15 increases with increase of the treading-in stroke S, that 
amount of increases increases gradually. The amount of compression sets of the stranded wire 
spring 21 to a certain load in the increase process of load. Since it becomes smaller than the 
amount of compression sets to the same load in the reduction process of load, the size of the 
treading strength F to the existing treading-in stroke S at the time of treading-in operation 
becomes larger than the size of the treading strength F to the same treading—in stroke S at the 
time of return operation. 
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[0027]Therefore, the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic of the brake pedal 15 
turns into the characteristic that the amount of increases of the treading strength F which 
increases with increase of the treading-in stroke S increases gradually like the characteristic of 
the conventional oil brake device, as shown in drawing 2. A hysteresis characteristic like the 
characteristic of the conventional oil brake device is shown. 
[0028]According to this embodiment explained in full detail above, each following effect can be 
acquired. 
(1) According to this embodiment, the reaction force which the stranded wire spring 21 which 
has a hysteresis in the load-compression-set characteristic generates generated the treading 
strength F of the brake pedal 15. Therefore, since the treading-in stroke treading strength 
characteristic of the brake pedal 15 has a hysteresis like the characteristic of the conventional 
oil brake device, the driver familiar to the operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake 
device can perform brakes operation better. 
[0029](2) In addition, by this embodiment, it was wound cylindrical in irregular pitch and the 
stranded wire spring 21 provided with the nonlinear load-compression-set characteristic that the 
amount of increases of the amount of compression sets decreases with increase of load was 
used. Therefore, since the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic turns into the 
characteristic that the amount of increases of the treading strength F which increases with 
increase of the treading-in stroke S increases gradually like the operating characteristics of the 
conventional oil brake device, a driver can perform brakes operation much more well. 
[0030](3) In addition, by this embodiment, since it carried out to the brake equipment 11 of the 
electric brake device 10 for vehicles, brakes can be better applied by electric control. 
[0031 ](4) In addition, by this embodiment, since only the stranded wire spring 21 generated the 
treading strength of the brake pedal 15, part mark and the number of assemblers can be made 
less than the brake equipment 11 of each following **********. 
[0032](A 2nd embodiment), next a 2nd embodiment that materialized this invention are described 
according to drawing 3. It only differs from a 1 st embodiment that this embodiment changed the 
spring mechanism 16 of said 1st embodiment into the spring mechanism 30. Therefore, about the 
same composition as a 1st embodiment, numerals are made the same, the explanation is omitted, 
and only the spring mechanism 30 is explained in full detail. 
[0033]The spring mechanism 30 is provided with the belleville spring 35 and the 2nd helical 
compression spring 36 as the casing 31, the rod 32, the spring seat 33, the 1st helical 
compression spring 34 as a spring member, and a hysteresis spring member. 
[0034]The casing 31 is formed in closed-end cylindrical shape, and it is being fixed to the body G 
so that the opening may be closed by the wall surface of the vertical section of the body G. The 
rod 32 is supported by the center axis line direction movable so that it may be arranged on the 
axis line of the casing 31, the bottom wall of the casing 31 may be penetrated and it may extend 
to the vehicles back side. The end face (end by the side of vehicles back) of the rod 32 is 
connected with the arm part 17 rotatable in the rotation side of the brake pedal 15. 
[0035]The hemispherical heights 33b are really formed inside the circular base 33a, and the 
spring seat 33 is being fixed at the tip (end by the side of a vehicle front) of the rod 32 with the 
rear face. 
[0036]The 1st helical compression spring 34 is a coil spring wound around conical shape in even 
pitch, and the major diameter side is contacted by the wall surface of the body G. The 1 st helical 
compression spring 34 has the nonlinear load-compression-set characteristic that the amount of 
increases of the amount of compression sets decreases with increase of the load added from 
the outside. 
[0037]The hemispherical heights 35b which project in the surface side are really formed inside 
the base 35a where the belleville spring 35 is circular. And the rear face of the base 35a is 
contacted as a spring seat at the narrow diameter portion, side of the 1st helical compression 
spring 34, and the heights 33b of the spring seat 33 are contacted by the surface of the heights 
35b. The belleville spring 35 equips with the hysteresis the dent modification characteristic of 
the heights 35b to the load added to the direction which dents the heights 35b from the surface 
side. If it explains in full detail, the size of the amount of dents of the heights 35b to a certain 
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load in the increase process of load will become smaller than the size of the amount of dents to 
the same load in the reduction process of load. 
[0038]The 2nd helical compression spring 36 is a coil spring wound cylindrical in even pitch, and 
intervenes between the rear face of the spring seat 33, and the bottom wall of the casing 31. 
When the treading strength F is not applied to the brake pedal 15, the 1st helical compression 
spring 34 and the 2nd helical compression spring 36 are formed so that the belleville spring 35 
may be pinched with the spring seat 33 and the brake pedal 15 may be held to an initial position. 
At this time, it is pinched in the state where the heights 35b of the belleville spring 35 hardly 
dent and change. Therefore, the series connection of the 1 st helical compression spring 34 and 
the belleville spring 35 is carried out. 
[0039]And if treading-in operation of the brake pedal 15 is carried out from an initial position, 
while the 1 st helical compression spring 34 carries out a compression set according to the load 
added via the spring seat 33, the belleville spring 35 will dent and change. The reaction force 
which this 1st helical compression spring 34 generates according to the amount of compression 
sets, i.e., the reaction force which the belleville spring 35 generates according to that dent 
deformation, generates the treading strength F to the brake pedal 15. 
[0040]Next, an operation of the electric brake device for vehicles constituted as mentioned 
above is explained. If it is treading-in-operated, and it returns and a driver operates the brake 
pedal 15, while the 1 st helical compression spring 34 carries out a compression set according to 
the treading strength F, the belleville spring 35 will dent and change, and the reaction force 
according to the amount of compression sets, i.e., the reaction force according to dent 
deformation, will be added to the brake pedal 15. 
[0041]Since the amount of increases of that amount of compression sets decreases with 
increase of the load added to the 1st helical compression spring 34 at this time, while the 
treading strength F of the brake pedal 15 increases with increase of the treading-in stroke S, 
that amount of increases increases gradually. Since the dent deformation of the belleville spring 
35 to a certain load in the increase process of load becomes smaller than the dent deformation 
to the same load in the reduction process of load, The size of the treading strength F to the 
existing treading-in stroke S at the time of treading-in operation becomes larger than the size of 
the treading strength F to the same treading-in stroke S at the time of return operation. 
[0042]Therefore, the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic of the brake pedal 15 
turns into the characteristic that the amount of increases of the treading strength F which 
increases with increase of the treading-in stroke S increases gradually like the characteristic of 
the conventional oil brake device like a 1 st embodiment. A hysteresis characteristic like the 
characteristic of the conventional oil brake device is shown. 
[0043]Each effect of a statement can be acquired to (1) - (3) in said 1st embodiment also by 
this embodiment explained in full detail above. 
(A 3rd embodiment), next a 3rd embodiment that materialized this invention are described 
according to drawing 4. This embodiment differs the spring seat 33 in said 2nd embodiment only 
in having changed the belleville spring 35 into the 2nd spring seat 41 and the ring spring 42 as 
well as the 1 st spring seat 40, respectively from a 2nd embodiment. Therefore, about the same 
composition as a 2nd embodiment, numerals are made the same, the explanation is omitted, and 
only the spring seats 40 and 41 and the ring spring 42 are explained in full detail. 
[0044]The 1 st spring seat 40 is formed in disc-like, and is being fixed at the tip of the rod 32 
with the rear face. The 2nd spring seat 41 is formed in disc-like, and is contacted at the narrow 
diameter portion side of the 1 st helical compression spring 34. 
[0045]The ring spring 42 as a hysteresis spring member is a publicly known spring formed 
combining two or more inner rings and outer rings of spiral wound gasket, respectively, and 
intervenes among both the spring seats 40 and 41. The ring spring 42 equips with the hysteresis 
the compression-set characteristic to the load added so that the center axis line direction may 
be made to compress. If it explains in full detail, the amount of compression sets to a certain 
load in the increase process of load will become smaller than the amount of compression sets to 
the same load in the reduction process of load. 
[0046]When the treading strength F is not applied to the brake pedal 15, the 1st helical 
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compression spring 34 and the 2nd helical compression spring 36 are formed so that the ring 
spring 42 may be pinched with both the spring seats 40 and 41 and the brake pedal 15 may be 
held to an initial position. At this time, the ring spring 42 is pinched in the state where a 
compression set is hardly carried out. Therefore, the series connection of the 1st helical 
compression spring 34 and the ring spring 42 is carried out. 
[0047]And if treading-in operation of the brake pedal 15 is carried out from an initial position, 
while the 1st helical compression spring 34 carries out a compression set according to the load 
added via the 1 st spring seat 40, the ring spring 42 will carry out a compression set. The 
reaction force which this 1 st helical compression spring 34 generates according to that amount 
of compression sets, i.e., the reaction force which the ring spring 42 generates according to that 
amount of compression sets, generates the treading strength F to the brake pedal 15. 
[0048]Next, an operation of the electric brake device for vehicles constituted as mentioned 
above is explained. If it is treading-in-operated, and it returns and a driver operates the brake 
pedal 15, according to the treading strength F, the 1 st helical compression spring 34 and the ring 
spring 42 will carry out a compression set, respectively, and the reaction force according to each 
amount of compression sets will be added to the brake pedal 15. 
[0049]Since the amount of increases of that amount of compression sets decreases with 
increase of the load added to the 1 st helical compression spring 34 at this time, while the 
treading strength F of the brake pedal 15 increases with increase of the treading-in stroke S, 
that amount of increases increases gradually. Since the amount of compression sets of the ring 
spring 42 to a certain load in the increase process of load becomes smaller than the amount of 
compression sets to the same load in the reduction process of load, The size of the treading 
strength F to the existing treading-in stroke S at the time of treading-in operation becomes 
larger than the size of the treading strength F to the same treading-in stroke S at the time of 
return operation. 
[0050]Therefore, the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic of the brake pedal 15 
turns into the characteristic that the amount of increases of the treading strength F which 
increases with increase of the treading-in stroke S increases gradually like the characteristic of 
the conventional oil brake device like a 1 st embodiment. A hysteresis characteristic like the 
characteristic of the conventional oil brake device is shown. 
[0051]Each effect of a statement can be acquired to (1) — (3) in said 1st embodiment also by 
this embodiment explained in full detail above. 
(A 4th embodiment), next a 4th embodiment that materialized this invention are described 
according to drawing 5. It only differs from a 3rd embodiment that this embodiment changed the 
ring spring 42 in said 3rd embodiment into the wire gauze-like spring 50. Therefore, about the 
same composition as a 3rd embodiment, numerals are made the same, the explanation is omitted, 
and only the wire gauze-like spring 50 is explained in full detail. 
[0052]The wire gauze-like spring 50 as a hysteresis spring member is a publicly known spring by 
which gathered the metal thin wire in the shape of a wire gauze, and compression molding was 
carried out cylindrical, and intervenes among both the spring seats 40 and 41. The wire gauze- 
like spring 50 equips with the hysteresis the compression-set characteristic to the load added 
so that the center axis line direction may be made to compress. If it explains in full detail, the 
amount of compression sets to a certain load in the increase process of load is smaller than the 
amount of compression sets to the same load in the reduction process of load. The wire gauze- 
like spring 50 is provided also with the nonlinear load-compression-set characteristic that the 
amount of increases of the amount of compression sets decreases with increase of load. 
[0053]When the treading strength F is not applied to the brake pedal 15, the 1st helical 
compression spring 34 and the 2nd helical compression spring 36 are formed so that the wire 
gauze-like spring 50 may be pinched with both the spring seats 40 and 41 and the brake pedal 15 
may be held to an initial position. At this time, the wire gauze-like spring 50 is pinched in the 
state where a compression set is hardly carried out. Therefore, the series connection of the 1 st 
helical compression spring 34 and the wire gauze-like spring 50 is carried out. 
[0054]If treading-in operation of the brake pedal is carried out from an initial position, while the 
1st helical compression spring 34 carries out a compression set according to the load added via 
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the 1st spring seat 40, the wire gauze-like spring 50 will carry out a compression set. The 
reaction force which the 1 st helical compression spring 34 generates according to the amount of 
compression sets, i.e., the reaction force which the wire gauze-like spring 50 generates 
according to the amount of compression sets, generates the treading strength F to the brake 
pedal 15. 
[0055]Next, an operation of the electric brake device for vehicles constituted as mentioned 
above is explained. If it is treading-in-operated, and it returns and a driver operates the brake 
pedal 15, according to the treading strength F, the 1 st helical compression spring 34 and the wire 
gauze-like spring 50 will carry out a compression set, respectively, and the reaction force 
according to each amount of compression sets will be added to the brake pedal 15. 
[0056]Since the amount of increases of each amount of compression sets decreases with 
increase of the load added to the 1 st helical compression spring 34 and the wire gauze-like 
spring 50 at this time, while the treading strength F of the brake pedal 15 increases with 
increase of the treading-in stroke S, that amount of increases increases gradually. Since the 
amount of compression sets of the wire gauze-like spring 50 to a certain load in the increase 
process of load becomes smaller than the amount of compression sets to the same load in the 
reduction process of load, The size of the treading strength F to the existing treading-in stroke 
S at the time of treading-in operation becomes larger than the size of the treading strength F to 
the same treading-in stroke S at the time of return operation. 
[0057]Therefore, the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic of the brake pedal 15 
turns into the characteristic that the amount of increases of the treading strength F which 
increases with increase of the treading-in stroke S increases gradually like the characteristic of 
the conventional oil brake device like a 1st embodiment. A hysteresis characteristic like the 
characteristic of the conventional oil brake device is shown. 
[0058]Each effect of a statement can be acquired to (1) - (3) in said 1st embodiment also by 
this embodiment explained in full detail above. Hereafter, the embodiments of the invention of 
those other than the above-mentioned embodiment are enumerated. 
[0059]- Although the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic approximated to the 
operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake device was obtained in a 1st embodiment 
of the above by using the stranded wire spring 21 as the coil spring wound cylindrical in irregular 
pitch. The same characteristic may be obtained by using the stranded wire spring 21 as the coil 
spring wound around conical shape in even pitch. 
[0060]- the [ the above 2nd the 3rd, and ], although the treading-in stroke treading strength 
characteristic approximated to the operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake device 
by using the 1 st helical compression spring 34 as the coil spring wound around conical shape in 
even pitch was obtained in 4 each embodiment. The same characteristic may be obtained by 
considering it as the coil spring wound cylindrical in irregular pitch. 
[0061]- the [ the above 2nd, the 3rd, and ] — in 4 each embodiment, the series connection of 
the 1 st helical compression spring 34 provided with the nonlinear load-elastic deformation 
characteristic, and the belleville spring 35, the ring spring 42 or the wire gauze-like spring 50 
provided with the hysteresis characteristic was carried out. The 1 st helical compression spring 
34 may be transposed to the stranded wire spring 21 provided with the nonlinear load-elastic 
deformation characteristic, and this may be constituted. 
[0062]- According to each above-mentioned embodiment, brakes were applied by the strength 
according to the treading-in stroke S from which the rotary displacement sensor 12 detected 
the treading-in stroke S of the brake pedal 15, and brake ECU 14 controlled and detected the 
brake actuator 13. The load sensor which provided this in the pedal part 18 grade of the brake 
pedal 15 detects the treading strength F, and it may be made to apply brakes by the strength 
according to this detected treading strength F. 
[0063]- According to each above-mentioned embodiment, although carried out to the brake 
equipment 11 of the electric brake device 10 for vehicles, it may carry out to the brake 
equipment with which a driving simulator is equipped. In this case, an operator can perform 
brakes operation better at the time of the simulation of brakes operation. 
[0064]The technical idea hereafter grasped from each embodiment mentioned above is indicated 
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with the effect. 
(1) The brake equipment for vehicles according to any one of claims 1 to 3 (11), The treading-in 
stroke detection sensor (rotary displacement sensor 12) which detects the treading-in stroke of 
said brake pedal. An electric brake device for vehicles provided with the brake actuator which 
operates a brake with an electrical signal, and the brake operating unit which controls said brake 
actuator to apply brakes by the strength according to the aforementioned treading-in stroke. 
According to such composition, brakes can be better applied by electric control, keeping a driver 
from feeling sense of incongruity more at the time of brakes operation. 
[0065](2) The brake equipment for vehicles according to any one of claims 1 to 3 (11), The 
treading strength sensor (load sensor) which detects the treading strength added to said brake 
pedal. An electric brake device for vehicles provided with the brake actuator which operates a 
brake with an electrical signal, and the brake operating unit which controls said brake actuator to 
apply brakes by the strength according to said treading strength. According to such composition, 
brakes can be better applied by electric control, keeping a driver from feeling sense of 
incongruity more at the time of brakes operation. 
[0066] 
[Effect of the Invention]Since the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic of a brake 
pedal is provided with a hysteresis like the operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake 
device according to the invention according to claim 1 to 3, the driver familiar to the operating 
characteristics of the conventional oil brake device can perform brakes operation better. 
[0067]In addition, since it becomes the characteristic that the amount of increases of the 
treading strength in which the treading-in stroke treading strength characteristic increases with 
increase of a treading-in stroke like the operating characteristics of the conventional oil brake 
device increases gradually according to the invention according to claim 2 or 3, A driver can 
perform brakes operation much more well. 

[Translation done.] 
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-*-®*«H4tt, &*©a&JE5t 
/L'-=Jr||o#l4oi5l;, hn-;7S©if* 
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4:*5. X. mfe©jfl£ESC^u-^J6lto»tt©J:5* 

[0 0 4 3] K±»aufca|c|llfc»ttlcJ:ort>lttE» 

lJ9S®«fifc*5itfi (1) ~ (3) ice*©#®**# 

5e<ttf5T;#-50 

(S?3HJS^fiS) &tc, *®W*A#:fcLfc*3lia0l* 

««:H4lc!£oTtt9H-5. tt£$ 

3%miiftim.4 otc% m 

C<mfte35^2if.*ij®4 1 Rzmtito4 2ic-fcti 

W*3ELfcr.io^as*2H«[»«i:**SD &o 

T. #2*lfi»iltl3]C«riifcoV'-CH:«P^SrRi:icL 

XZcomWZ&mL, t£ti&4 0, 4lS0ilffe4 2 

©^tcoi'-tpj£-f3«, 

[004 4]fl tf:fej&4 0 ttR®t*|CH&fc$ft% -t© 
SET*n y K3 2©5fc#gtC@^$;ixTV'50 ^2l*fc& 

4 1 HtR#RK:»j*£*u *lJEE» = -f/Hffa3 4©/h 

g»«lc3&$ft-Cl'4. 
[0 0 4 5] t S^fffttttti LT©i|#[f:fc4 2 

Hfc^WlflaT'feoT, i^lfiajffi4 0, 4 1 ©ratctf- 30 

ftsii-cv'5. *m*i4 2tt, siicffiig 

Z&ZioizlNteZffimiztt-fZEtffimmmctXT 

9 '>*&<®x.TV''5. S¥^-t*5t, ^rfi©i#yc®§lcio 

ffiK©SK4Hi&(c 

9 fc/J'$ < *S„ 
[0 0 4 6] SRlffifi|3^yHffa3 4 RXf% 2 Etffi =* 4 

A'|£fo3 6lf, 5(Clg^F^*D^^iX 

■CV'ftV'tSK, tftfffc4 2*Wlfiaas4 0, 4ii# 

5 fc«!J»l{fi*|CfiHei-$ «fc 

5tcl£ftib;ixTV'50 C©B#. ttlffe4 2fr%£JEJ8K 40 

0L*V'ttJi'CSt5^Pi‘5<t StCfcoTV'S. G£oT, ^ 
lffi#3W,/Hf*»3 4itttf*i4 2 tlfejlISSttd^T 

V'$. 
[0047] ^ LT. y U-=3f-<y/U 1 5 

t, £lfffc&4 0%-frLX)JOt>Zffi 

®c J: o T* l ffiB=* *«*a 3 4 5 £ £ 

fcic*|f;fa4 2JME«*JIH-*. i©»l®S3-</Hf 

te3 4a*-t©ffi«*»*i!asc-c»*-rss*» BP*>, 

$ttffc4 2#*©JE®£**lcj£:£T»±i-3E*lc,fc 

otyiz-^H 5lc®*F$r£j*-t-5.fc3lc4o 
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[0 0 4 8] &tc, 

-=j^<y,n 5Srttii»f^2W{suft^i-«i» -£©& 

*FlcjSCT»rJEEtt3-r*'l«a3 4&tFII<f*a4 2^ 

Ztl?tl<Dl£ffi£BmiZfc CfcK 
5tcApfc>50 

[0 0 4 9] £©£*, HSl&BaJ AttHlS 4 \ZMt> 

5 xz <DmmmBt<o®*:mm'j>i- 
Z><DX\ hD-? SnmJctft'iXX’U-lr^y 

;n 5©®*FjWa*i-s&&t>ic*;©Jt*fl;tfffe*fc 

li^-r^o x. «rs©i»*iasic*jitafcswsK:«i- 

SHlfia4 2©ffifi*»*as, «rS©*iWlSJ-i3lt-5 

ISJ 9 t/J'$ < t£Z><DX\ ® 
&«MtS9fc*il*3fcatti&* hD-? Sfc*f-r.5®*F 

©*t$as, RU»fWK*JltS|Sn:HKa^ hn-^s 

ICJH-5RS*F©*§ 9 <*5. 

[0 0 5 0] lot, yix—1 5 ©Igiix h n 

20 yu-#»«©wt©«toic, FD-^S©«* 

lCflSoTit*i-««|*F©it**6S1t4r|cit*i-5Wt 

t y '>*#t££:7fc-fo 

[0 0 5 1 ] JWiPiiLfc^HJSf^ldioT'bSljfSm 

lmmBmiasnz d) ~ o> 
ZXttf T*t5„ 
(m4MMBM) fcic, *«n«rAfMbL^jt4l»^ 

tt*H5fc«oTIMH-a0 i^> HMI2^ 

3H16^jBlcfcit5(ftlfia4 2 Mitfife5 0lcfM 

ufcwiw^aswsititot*^**^. tot. ^3H 

JfiJKffit PI etc e-C^©IftP^ 

£€B&U 0©^tcov'Tf^ili-50 

[0 0 5 2] y '>Xl£tomtb LT©^ffl^tfft 

5 oti, ^*»i»S:4MHttlc^^-fr-CRftttlcBB«|# 

JK$nfc^*i©tfia-cjboT» PitffeJ®4 0. 4 l ©ffl 
lc^®$ix-cv'50 ^p^tf^5 014, 

i6]tcjE^$-a:5 «t o \z.i)ui?zffim\ztt-tzizmm}¥f& 

Kt^y^SrflljtTV'5. ??ra©ii* 

iasjci3itsai)5W*jc»-r5ffiB*Jt*as» ?wa©^ 
iWBSlcteltSW Ctraic*rt*SflE«|*Jta:J; 9 t>/J>$ 

<*oTV'5„ X, AlHttlftaSOtt, ?^®©li*{c# 

o-c-t©£EIS*«a:©it**ds*^-t-5^ll**ffif®- 

[0 0 5 3] *lffit8 = >r^|fia3 4M2ffi3^ 

Mite 3 6 ti, y 1 5 1C®* F J55JDX. ttl 

-CV'ftl'irtlc, &JHtttfia5 0Sr®lfia®4 0, 4 1 

i:*tc^LTye-^y/H 5Sr®J®ffiBlc-»t¥-f- 

•5 i 5 tcgStt^tvTi/'So c©^. &®tfclfte 5 0 

i:J£ffim$Ltt:\,'#mxi%ft-fZ£ 5lc*oTV'5. % 
ot, ^1JE^ =J-</Hffa3 4 <h5 0 t(3& 50 
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ft3<t, *lftft]£4 0*tf LTJPfcSffiaftioT* 

i jGEig a 'f /utito 3 4 tfmmmtxz tth ft&wiKft 

ft 5 0«SffilB**i-5. ^lffi^3-i'yMift3 4^^© 

^*»*ftl£XX*S£-t-5R*, EP^, &iP#iftft5 
0 as*©JE****ftj& «fc O X7 U 

5ftB*F&£jfct.5J;5ft*oXV'-5Q 

[0 0 5 5] &ft, W-h©<t ? ft«jS$fttaWfl3tt*c 

*©Bg 
* F ftj£ CT^ 1 ffi!§ 3 ■< /Uftft 3 4 SO^ffitfclift 5 

0as*ft*ftffi|f*fl?U *ft*ft©EE*§^l:ftJ& c 

dr^^VH 5lc*pft5„ 

[0 0 5 6] C©i:#, JRlffilfa-f/HfftS 4St^ 

ffl#tftft5 Oft9jOft5ffi*©it;)cft#oT*ft*ft©JE 

fg^®i:©iift:i:;^®'>X-5©T\ — ?S(D 
Jg^Cffotyu-dr^/H 5©®ftF^lf^:-r5<b 

1 kft^Wit^a^^fttt^-rSo X, ^rMcoi#^cx® 

Sfc*Jlta*5Wfa»c*H-SAIHtttfft5 0©£EJS£;g 20 

*a*> ffifiwB'MieftfcttsBctfaft^sffiJi* 
*9t'h£ < &5©T\ 

Si* fn-*Sft*tt-3«tfjF©*#$a*, ILW 
ftftftSISIC^ii;*. he-^ SlCjltf 5KftF©>ct $ 

i*9 £>:*:# <&5„ 

[0 0 5 7] JEoT, 5©B§i£;x hn 

y^-*S«©4*tt©J:5fc, Eg&* ha-* s©*t* 
F ftit*-f z><&& 

X, ft&©»JE^U-dr£Sg©#te©<fc 9* 30 

t^f!) v'-*$M4£r7jH*0 

[0 0 5 8] ^±^L^HJg^flKr«fcoT’t)SlrSE^ 

lUJS^fiftftJtS (1) ~ (3) ft!2i£©3-3!>S£# 

5^£asx£3. £TF, ±!2Hi£^H^©^9]©llJ6 

[0 0 5 9] • ±B*l«St)Hfift2 

1 «:*<* fc° y ^T*Rfgj^ft#0 Ltz^'f /Uftft t -T-5 r 

ho-^-»*wt«r#fcas% $>9i®ftft2 l* 

^ t° y ^XRglttft#® Lit a ^ /Utf fc £ i"5 £ t TRI 40 

CWrttfcWT’b.fcV'. 

[0 0 6 0] • ±E*2, »3X^*4 
ft, |glffiaS=^/Mift3 4£^fc°y15LT-n£t:t£ft^|e] 

L ft 3 ^ /Hftft £ I" 5 d t X-ft%<D ffljEE^ U— * £Sg 

©»«a»ttftifi«Lft®££* (-n-^ -8gft#tt£#ft 

a*, t"yT'RfSfWft#® Lft = -T/Hf fti•f -5 d 
iTracwtST^xtiv'. 
[0 0 6 1] • ±IE3?2, I3M4#W1T* 

ft, 
^ftft 34ft t*xP ^*l#tt£{i;tftillftft3 5, 50 
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$iftft4 2Xft&i8Wftft5 0 tSriSJlJgsaELfc.. dft 

&> 3?lJH®=^,wftft3 4£, IHMB&ffifi-ff&S 

Mft’&ZlImTLtz.m9Sftft2 

«tV'0 

[0 0 6 2] • ±E#HJSJgffiT*ft, 
1 5©ig£* hn-* SSr[Hl^{i-fe>iM 2aM£ffi 

U y^ECUl 4^l/-+7^fax-^ l 3 

fc«liLTtftttlLft»i&;* bn — * SftJ&Cft^xy 

—^rSra»ft3 <fc 9 ft Lft„ dft£, 7l/-4r^H 

5©^*Vu*Ul 8*ftKttft?tf**>1fXMWjF*tttti 

t, d©£aiUfc»*Fftj£tfta&£^U--*-fca»tt 

3<fc9ftLT*>Jft\, 
[0 0 6 3] • ±f23-3£igjg|®T-ft, 

i^-^gi o©yu—Jfgn lftHjgLfttf*, Kx 
^ $ k-?C«xf)jx57'l—dr^gftHig 
LT’bJft'. d ©*§•£-, U—>3 

»f^#asyu-^^<tU±^<fT9w,!:as 

-e#3o 
[oo6 4] eiT, By^Lfc#njfe^flga'e,ft;g$ft5 
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( I ) imm i ~t»*« 3 ©v '-r fta>-JSftia«<^a: 
Piffleu—(11) <k, S5S2^i^— 

effitVtl2) <t, 

^ <t 9 ftmriBT'^—# 

5 ^ ^-dr^Jffli^gi: 

^r^g„ C©<t 9 iftft, 

it»lciotyu-^S:J;'5±^<W)- 

s^<ka5x*#50 

[0 0 6 5] (2) M*«l~3t^3©V'Tfta»- 

Jifti2®©aMffi^^-=*rgg (ID <k, sfriey^- 

if) i:, S^(S^-ftJ;o-C7'^-dr^^S!)$ii:57'u- 

go C©<fc 9fi«^ftJ;ftft, 

^sSfnnS?: i 9 (S C/.cv' i 5 ft Ltttt b, «fc 
oX7'i'-*£J: Q±m<fi>tf5Zk&V£60 

[0 0 6 6] 

[««©»*] lf^l~fS^«3ftfE«©^PJ(Cj;ft 
ft, ?v—^y/MOBSia* hu-^-®Mtta!« 

i^-^ISB©»^»tt©J: 5 * t ^x!) ->;* 

Sriix.S©T*, ft*©»ffia:^,u-^Sill©m^#ttt 

WftXU'-5Sla#a5y u-drJ; 19 ±#< tr ^ r <b 
asx#s0 

[0067] fintxmxJM 2 xftff3 ft!ZMLO^W 

ftiftft, bu-?-&t,<$tei>i'ft%<oftij±j£i-7 
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